
Retro fitting vernal herbaceous forbs

Improving  biodiversity and design in 

woodland planting



Definitions 

⚫ Vernal – spring flowering 

⚫ Forb – Flowering herbaceous plant which isnt a 

grass, sedge or rush 

⚫ Adding shade tolerant spring flowering 

woodland specialist to new and establishing 

woodland



Perception

⚫ Consider new tree planting through the lens of the public not 

engaged in trees i.e. not the people attending this conference or 

lifetime subscribers to The Dendrologist.

⚫ New tree planting schemes can be visually rather mundane for 

the first few decades of establishment.

⚫ Sharp decline in traditional publicly accessible horticulture –

often replaced with woodland / naturalistic planting.

⚫ Understory dominated by tall rank species, considered dull and 

untidy and certainly not the most spectacular plants.



Plantation Design

⚫ Often inspired by modernism rather than traditional 
English landscape style – lacking in flowers, variety 
or informality.

⚫ Functional “room” - nothing of interest internally

⚫ Often can encourage A.S.B. 

⚫ Quality of greenspace is likely to be viewed by 
residents as a main indicator of neighbourhood 
quality

⚫ Greater emphasis needed on the internal space 
rather than viewing the plantation as a structural 
landscape element



Little internal interest



Vernal colour in established wood



Best view from outside



Community to add colour and 

interest
These plant communities can be found in woodlands, 

particularly ancient woodlands. Some of the species are 

woodland specialists and will only be found in ancient woods. 

Other making up this community are more cosmopolitan 

shade tolerant plants more common in the wider landscape 

along the base of hedgerows and in more recent woods.

Most new woodland planting in recent years has been planted 

on ex-arable land or improved pasture, without intervention 

the plant communities which develop naturally are likely to be 

species poor. These plants are highly mobile via very effective 

dispersal mechanisms (e.g. light, hooked or feathered seeds 

or berries), these include common nettle, and bramble



Community members

⚫ Garlic Mustard

⚫ Ramsons

⚫ Betony



Community members

⚫ Red Campion

⚫ Selfheal



Community members

⚫ Wood sage

⚫ Hedge bedstraw

⚫ Wood avens 



Site Preparation 

The existing unwanted woody ground cover vegetation 
such as bramble should be removed and the existing 
low species diverse herbaceous vegetation should be 
killed off.
The soil should then be covered by applying a heavy 
mulch of at least 5cm thickness. 
Establishment of the planting will be most successful 
where light levels at the ground surface are between 
10% and 40% of ambient summer daylight. If this is not 
the case then thinning or re-stocking the woodland will 
be required



Seeding

⚫ Sow in autumn or winter to ensure spring 

emergence

⚫ Sow directly onto the mulch layer

⚫ Firm by treading to ensure positive contact with 

the mulch



Maintenance and aftercare

⚫ For younger woods a mid summer cut may be 

required to keep shade tolerant weeds under 

control.

⚫ For established woodlands woodland 

management techniques such as coppicing and 

thinning to prevent the woodland from 

becoming too dense and thus shading out the 

understory planting



Thank you for listening


